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AGENDA 

 

1. This project is one of a kind 

2. Main Challenges 

2.1. Construction Management 

 Civil Works 

 ITS & TCS deployment 

 Traffic Management 

2.2. Customer Education & Understanding 



The Project is part of a corridor inserted in a dense urban network 



4 

Keep a congested corridor flowing during a complex construction project 



 

 

 

3 different roads 

(ML,GPL, FR) in 

the same 

corridor, with 

multiple entrance 

and exit ramps 



28 lanes 

ROW used down to every feet 



2.1.  CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 



Where is the problem? 



General approach to construction Segment 2 



 The early Design allows to accommodate both the Civil Contractor Schedule and 

Integrator Schedule 

 Having construction already going on while the ITS/TCS design is finalized creates 

many problems for the DB contractor and the toll integrator 

 Finally it allows to optimize the Installation 

 DB contractor provides all 

civil works 

 Conduits, ground 

boxes, foundations, 

etc… 

 Power to closest 

ground box 

 Toll systems integrator 

installs 

 All equipment, poles, 

cabinets, fiber optics, 

etc… 

Coordination between the CJV and the Toll System 

Integrator becomes a significant challenge 



A phased opening: 

A quicker way to get to the traffic jam? 

Dec 

2013 
Sept 

2015 

Jul 

2014 



2.2. CUSTOMER EDUCATION & UNDERSTANDING 



A phased opening easy the way for the customer to 

understand the concept 



Signaling and network consistency becomes a key issue 



Understanding driver’s rationality in a 

corridor with multiple options is a challenge 



Public impact 

“Meg Jakubik, assistant to the city manager, said Bedford is making a strong recovery 

from the recession with sales tax revenue 5.23 percent higher than last year. 

The sales taxes went up during North Tarrant Express construction, and Jakubik said 

she is pleased with the results.” 

 

“Officials in Hurst, Euless and Bedford were pleasantly surprised by increases in 

sales taxes even though construction of the North Tarrant Express caused some 

businesses to close and others to move.” 

All in all, the ramp up of the Manage Lane concept in the 

DFW region is becoming very positive 


